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easy energy management
for pv powered homes
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Visualization: compare data at a glance
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PV Monitoring: be vendor-independent
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Metering: record energy consumption and
generation of PV power plants

n

Optimization: maximize on-site consumption
of PV power
Control: optionally extend with HexaBus
home automation components
Open source platform: get a tailored system
with minimum effort
Return on Investment: achieve an excellent
price-performance ratio
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www.myPVSpy.de

Key Features for Prosumers

Energy consumption and PV production

For Cooperatives and PV installers

Target-performance comparison

at a glance

Easy installation and remote support
already built-in

Whenever PV power production deviates
MyPVSpy enables house owners with a PV

from prediction, e. g. by snow or malfunc-

MyPVSpy extends the production-grade

power plant to meter their energy produc-

tion, house owners are notified. Compari-

mySmartGrid infrastructure. Device instal-

tion as well as their consumption in real-

son with plants nearby increases accuracy

lation is easy and well-documented. The

time and minute resolution. Demand and

and complements on weather data from

back-end offers a comprehensive support

supply are both clearly presented on smart

the internet.

infrastructure. It comprises of a trouble

phones, the website or the in-house display
Chumby. MyPVSpy also predicts upcoming

ticket system that is linked to the website
PV On-Site Consumption Optimization

energy consumption and production and
offers a target-performance comparison.

administration backend. Technicians can
quickly remote-check if devices are work-

With a daily personal power forecast that is

ing properly and which problems may have

updated hourly, dwellers can plan and shift

occured. Most errors can be fixed from re-

their power consumption. As a result, pref-

mote by allowing technicians to access and

erably self-produced “green” energy is con-

repair software and configuration issues

The graphs’ time resolution is tuneable to

sumed. Houses will be enabled to manage

over a secure internet connection.

fit personal needs. Time spans can be in-

this automatically by the upcoming radio

tuitively selected. Individual PV power pro-

and internet controlled plug-in HexaBus

Tailored to your needs at minimum

duction is predicted, enabling prosumers to

home automation components. Should

expense

optimize their power on-site consumption.

such a demand-side management not be

Tuneable, user-friendly graphs

possible or desired in certain cases, energy

Due to its open source technology base,

can be stored in a decentralized battery

myPVSpy can easily be adapted to customer-

storage as a part of myPowerGrid. That

specific needs in short time and with little

MyPVSpy puts into practice the new PV-

way, energy can be used on rainy days or

effort, e. g. the whole website can be ren-

CAST technology. It autonomously learns

for watching the evening news.

dered in individual designs. Special presen-

Up to date PV Power Forecast

the individual characteristics of each PV

tations and analyses, like social media com-

power plant. Based on the local weather

Essential notification on clouding and

ponents, rankings (energy-saving household

forecast, the individual power production is

malfunction

of the month) or questionnaires can subse-

computed on the mySmartGrid webserver.

quently be added when needed.
MyPVSpy uses its individual model of each
PV power plant to decide whether the power production lies within appropriate bound-

MyPVSpy is designed as an independent

aries. Notification limits can be tweaked by

add-on system that can be installed in

each user to best suit personal needs.

most environments. It can even detect a
complete failure of the power inverter itself
because it relies on its own meter data.
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Independent add-on system

